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Bank upgrade to speed clearing cheques
EXPERT COMMENT
ALY-KHAN SATCHU

Alibaba’s Jack
Ma welcome!

I

have spoken about foot traffic before and
how important it is for each and every country
in the 21st century. You have to admit that
Nairobi gets more than its fair share. The elf-like
Jack Ma arrives this week in Nairobi under the
auspices of UNCTAD and its mercurial secretary
general Mukhisa Kituyi. Jack Ma’s story is a
remarkable one. Jack learnt English by offering
his services gratis to English-speaking tourists
in China. He was rejected by Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
“I even went to KFC when it came to my city.
Twenty-four people went for the job. Twentythree were accepted. I was the only guy...”
It took Jack four attempts to pass his Chinese
entrance exams.
In regard to perseverance, Ma said, “Never give
up! Today is hard, tomorrow will be worse, but
the day after tomorrow will be sunshine. If
you give up tomorrow, you will never see the
sunshine.”
“We will make it because we are young and we
will never, never give up.” The average employee
age at Ali Baba is 27 years old.
“If you don’t give up, you still have a chance. And,
when you are small, you have to be very focused
and rely on your brain, not your strength.”
In 1994, Ma heard about the Internet. In early
1995, he went to the US and with his friends’
help he got introduced to the Internet. During
his first encounter he searched the word “beer”.
His dream was to set up his own e-commerce
company. “In 1999, I gathered 18 people in my
apartment and spoke to them for two hours
about my vision. Everyone put their money
on the table, and that got us $60,000 to start
Alibaba. I wanted to have a global company, so I
chose a global name,” he has said.
Today, Jack Ma’s Alibaba has a market Cap
of $388.86b, seven times of Kenya’s GDP
and “trillion Hou”. Alibaba’s online transaction
volume has exceeded one trillion yuan. Ma is
currently the richest person in Asia and the 14th
richest in the world, with a net worth of US$41.8
billion, as of June 2017. There are 100 million
buyers on the Alibaba platform. The reason this
visit is so important is because Jack empowered
SMEs. He created a platform for them to
transact with each other and the world.
Jack Ma has said this about taking action and
risk: “If you don’t do it, nothing is possible. If you
do it, at least, you have the hope that there’s a
chance.”
Ma on competition, “If eBay are the sharks in
the ocean – We Alibaba, are the Crocodiles in
the Yangtze River. Never fight in the ocean, let’s
fight in the Yangtze River.”
In response to Alipay being called “stupid” by
banks and others, Ma said: “A stupid thing – if
you improve it every day, it is going to be very
smart.”
Ma’s vision, according to his assistant, is that
one day people will remember him above all as a
Tai Chi master.
My dollar’s worth is this. Jack, Africa is just as
blank as a canvas as the internet was on the
day you typed in ‘’beer’’. By the way, the first
thing that most people do when they access
the internet is type in their name. Africa is at
a similar inflexion point. Come and paint big!
For centuries, everyone has looked at Africa
for what can be dug out of the ground but the
real economic value is in the human capital
that walks on the ground. Alibaba was all about
unleashing e-commerce amongst as many
people as possible. Come unleash our most
valuable resource - our human capital. Finally,
Africa is even younger than the average age of
your employees.
Just imagine if Jack can ‘’open sesame’’ and
Alibaba Kenya and Africa! If anyone can, you Jack
Ma, can. Welcome to Nairobi Jack!
Aly-Khan Satchu is a financial analyst

MERCY GAKII / ABC Bank has launched Sybrin,
a fully automated clearing system to speed up
cheque processing, payments and improving
business efficiency.
Sybrin is a solution for high-speed documentation imaging and transaction processing.
It will enable the bank to give customers instant
account transaction updates, unlike the past
where accounts would be credited at the end
of day.
The migration to the new system is part of
the bank’s continuous upgrade plans to enhance efficiency in service delivery to customers.
Sybrin clearing system facilitates process-

ing of cheques, electronic funds transfers, direct debits, standing orders, salary processing
among others.
“Cheques and other traditional settlement
instruments remain important components in
payments, especially among business customers; as such, we deem it important to make
them as convenient as new-age systems of
payment hence the investment in the upgrade,” said ABC Bank head of operations Elizabeth Kimani in a statement.
“In the fast-paced world we live in today,
speed and convenience are key customer expectations,” Kimani said.
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Postbank head of banking Simon Njoroge, SGS Kenya sales
and marketing manager Linda Koyonzo, Postbank MD Anne
Karanja, Postbank’s Vincent Makori display the ISO 9001:2015
Certificate /COURTESY
A man looks at
mobile phones
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Jumia site
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MOBILE PENETRATION

Kenya’s mobile market yet
to shine in Africa – report

Nigeria is the leading mobile market in Africa with 86 million unique subscribers,
representing 45% of its population. Kenya is the leading market in East Africa

ABEL MUHATIA
@abelmuhatia

Mobile penetration in Kenya is expected to keep
rising in the foreseeable future as younger users
get access to cheap smartphone handsets.
According to a report by mobile research group
GSMA Intelligence, use of mobile broadband will
also go up in Africa as more users access internet
services through their mobile handsets.
The report indicates that the number of smartphone connections in sub-Saharan Africa doubled
over the past two years to nearly 200 million, accounting for a quarter of mobile connections in
2016 alone, thanks to higher internet speeds.
It says over 40 per cent of SSA population are below 16 years old and only less than a fifth of these
currently subscribe to a mobile service.
Kenya is the fourth largest mobile market in Africa, but second in mobile penetration rate ahead

of Nigeria-Africa’s largest mobile market, a new
report has revealed.
Released during the GSMA Mobile 360 – Africa meet, the 2017 sub-Saharan Mobile Economy
report shows that Kenya has 28.3 million unique
mobile subscribers with a 59 per cent penetration
rate as at June 2016.
Only five other countries managed to pass the
20 million unique subscription rate; they include,
Nigeria, Congo, Ethiopia, South Africa and Tanzania.
According to the report, Nigeria is the leading
mobile market in Africa with 86 million unique
subscribers representing 45 per cent of its population.
It is followed closely by South Africa with 37.5
million unique mobile subscribers and a 68 per
cent mobile penetration rate.
However Kenya is the leading market in East Africa, followed by Tanzania which has 23.7 million
unique subscribers and a 42 per cent penetration
rate.
At the end of 2016, the report shows that there

were 420 million unique mobile subscribers in
sub-Saharan Africa, equivalent to a global penetration rate of 43 per cent.
Of the 420 million, 121.1 million represent the
Eastern Africa region, which is led by Ethiopia,
Kenya and Tanzania.
In its contribution to global mobile industry
contribution to GDP, Sub Saharan Africa contributes $110 billion (Sh11.4 trillion) which is expected
to grow to $142 billion (Sh14.7 trillion) by 2020.
Kenya accounts for 6.7 per cent of the sub-Saharan GDP contribution to the global mobile industry. It is the largest contributor in East Africa
with $7.4 billion (Sh7.69 trillion) she is followed
closely by Tanzania at $6.2 billion (Sh6.42 trillion)
However, she is second to Ethiopia in Eastern Africa region which contributes $9.17 billion (Sh9.44
trillion). Cumulatively, Eastern Africa contributes
$31.7 billion (Sh32.97 trillion).
On the other hand, the total number of sim connections reached 731 million at the end of 2016,
and will rise to nearly 1 billion by 2020.

